Finally! A comprehensive, research-based assessment any church can afford. Only $599.

It’s hard to know what to measure anymore.

Church attendance? Baptisms?
Attendance at Sunday School classes?
Full church membership? Giving on a Sunday?

While your church clearly needs to evaluate these types of metrics, wouldn’t it be equally impactful to also know:
The crime rates in your community?
Graduation rates of your neighborhood youth?
Community employment rates?

We believe that a vital church is one that is making a difference in the world that looks a lot like what Jesus might have done in his time.

CPR can actually measure these things – and we believe these measurements help your congregation see the difference it is making as the Body of Christ.

By engaging your congregation in this assessment, you will:

- DISCOVER THE LARGER IMPACT THAT YOU ARE MAKING IN YOUR COMMUNITY THROUGH YOUR SERVICE AND OUTREACH;
- UNCOVER AREAS FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF YOUR MINISTRIES AND PROGRAMS;
- UNDERSTAND WHAT MAKES YOU UNIQUE IN YOUR COMMUNITY;
- DEEP-DIVE INTO THE FINANCIAL GOALS AND STRATEGIES FOR YOUR CONGREGATION’S PRESENT AND FUTURE;
- GAIN CLARITY ABOUT YOUR “NEXT BEST STEP” AS YOUR CHURCH ENGAGES IN ITS LIFE TOGETHER.

VITAL CHURCH ASSESSMENT

Interested in learning more? Contact us at assessment@progressiverenewal.org.